
Unication Alpha Elite Pager 

Alpha Elite Features 

* FLEX Coding Format 
* 4-Line Display or Zoom to 2-Line 
* 16 Cap Codes 
* On/Off Duty Programmable on Each Address 
* Wideband/Narrowband Channel Spacing 
* User Changeable Alerting Modes 
* 16 Programmable Alert Tone Sequences 
* Graphic Battery Level Indication 
* Loud 80 dB Alert Tone SPL 
* 2025 Characters per Personal Message 
* 5052 Characters per Maildrop Message 

The Unication Alpha Elite is a 4-Line alphanumeric pager operational in the 900 MHz frequency range. The fully synthesized 
and rugged pager is both wideband and narrowband capable. The Alpha Elite uses FLEX coding technology and has 16 
programmable addresses. On/Off Duty addressing has also been included to satisfy additional addressing requests for the 
public safety market. Four lines of text can display 20 characters per line or up to 80 characters total and can also zoom to a 
larger two line view for easier reading. The pager can store up to 19 personal messages, 10 of which can be locked in 
memory if desired. This prevents them from being replaced when memory is full. 

User selectable alerting modes can be set for incoming messages. If the pager is enabled through the programming software, 
audible alerts, a vibrating alert, a chirp alert, a chirp alert with vibrate, or a silent alert can be configured from the pager's 
button controls. If an audible alert is selected, choices include a standard alert or one of 7 pleasing alert patterns. 

Messaging capabilities include Message Preview, Message Time and Date Stamping, Important Message Lock, Duplicate 
Message Detection, Delete Individual Messages or Delete ALL, and Message Retention when off or changing the battery. 

A number of Audio and Icon indicators provide status information for Unread Messages, Out of Range, Battery, Memory Full, 
Alarm Clock, Private Time On, On/Off Duty Indicator, and Alert Mode Indicator. 


